
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for an environmental. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for environmental

Assist in the preparation and revision of operations and environmental-
related standard and procedure manuals
Assist, as necessary, to conduct inspections of Company facilities and
equipment
Ensure that the environmental training is current and consistent with
regulatory requirements
Maintain communication with other Company departments, operating
divisions, and the appropriate outside agencies
Serve as division-based expert and liaison for environmental matters to
ensure all related Company policies and procedures are implemented without
gaps for each division(s) and/or Paiute Pipeline
Responsible for overseeing division(s) and/or Paiute Pipeline environmental
compliance activities related to both stationary facilities and linear pipeline
facilities
Implement performance based environmental compliance training plans to
prepare and conduct local environmental training
Implement, coordinate and facilitate local internal and external environmental
and compliance audits and serve as the local area audit liaison
Coordinate with Corporate Safety and Risk Management, Internal Audit, and
Operational Quality Assurance audit workgroups regarding issues involving
environmental compliance
Inform management of situations related to environmental requirements that
could adversely affect the health and safety of employees or the public, or
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Qualifications for environmental

Candidate must have successfully completed at least two years of study
towards a degree (Juniors, Seniors, and recent grads)
Completion of six courses in a relevant scientific discipline described above
Translates Environmental goals and objectives into prioritized, actionable
plans utilizing strong project management skills
Demonstrates good technical judgment incorporating risk management to
create sustainable solutions
Develops unconventional solutions to complex problems, simplifies into
actionable items
Builds independent relationships/rapports with all regional support personnel
and divisions, external/internal customers, suppliers, within trade/industry
groups, and governmental agencies and officials


